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Featuring a compelling and emergent single player campaign, unique team based gameplay modes and intense online multiplayer battles, G-MAX BRANCH is the perfect platform for fans of the genre to immerse themselves in a world where the only rule is survival. "We had no interest in making a CoD clone and we already had the game in development; we were just doing it for fun," says Scott Taylor, Creative Director of Criterion Games. "When
we were working on the character controller stuff for GoldSrc, the team realised there was a really compelling opportunity to get back to the first-person shooting that made us all so proud. Ground Branch is a game about relationships and stories. It’s the counterpoint to the big military sandbox games that everyone plays now – it’s about a squad of friends getting together to complete missions and the action is there to support that." Key Features: The
Campaign: Ground Branch is a story-driven experience featuring an engaging single player campaign in which players control the story by choosing their characters' actions. Players who choose to follow through with the story can interact with the environment to affect how it evolves and how the story will progress. The player's actions during the game, how they react and what they choose to say, can all have a significant impact on the story. Single-

player campaign for up to eight players: Experience the story in a fully immersive first-person shooter designed to be the definitive military shooter. Play as two characters during the course of the story, providing two separate perspectives into a shared experience. Play the story with up to eight human players or AI controlled characters. Recruit and train recruits to lead your squad in different types of missions, each with their own objectives and
requirements. Play the story in eight different episodes, each with three chapters and multiple endings. Innovative gameplay elements and progressive difficulty curve ensure that the story is never too easy or too hard to play. Team-based Multiplayer: Play the game cooperatively or competitively with up to four players in various game modes. Gameplay can be split up and played with friends over the internet or play together locally in your living

room. Diverse multiplayer modes: Cooperative play: Team up with your friends to complete the story as a squad

In GROUND BRANCH, you will play as an elite paramilitary unit of the CIA's Special Operations Center/Special Operations Group (SAC/SOG). and lead other special operations forces in complex operations around the world. August 14, 2018: I'm on Patreon. This means that during all this time you will be able to receive free updates with new missions, missions and feature updates. This means that you will also be able to receive exclusive rewards
for completing missions, so if you want exclusive rewards, just sign up today! Ever since I started working at YouTube in 2011, I have been fascinated by what people have been asking for. They always asked me to do more. fffad4f19a
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